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Part G 

Find Me Out 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Reference librarians were first appointed in the Madras Uni- 
versity Library in 1928. They were pioneers. They learnt their 
work by doing. Their monthly experiences in ready reference service 
were pooled in the monthly meetings of the Staff Council. I t  has 
been a good way of training. But it is a slow way, After the pioneer- 
ing stage, fumal training should take the place of informal training. 
This formal training should be backed by planned practical work, 
This accounts for this chapter* 

For t h e  benefit of beginners h reference service we conclude this 
part with two sets of questions. 

The first set is an amount of some of the  reference questions that 
came up for attention in the Madras University Library in the 
course of one month. We hope that t h i s  set, which i s  taken from 
actual life and hence concrete, will acquaint all concerned with 
the reality of reference service. 

The second set entitled "108 Facts to Find" will be a means to 
acquire familiarity, with the highways and byeways of refereme 
books. Some may be ready reference questions, while others may 
turn out to be long range ones. 

The systematic description of reference books, prescribed in fie 
last chapter of Part H, should be practised side by side with the 
verification of the results in chapter 2 and the finding of the solutions 
to the questions in chapter 3 of this part. 



CHAPTER 2 

Wherever possible, the nature of the enquirer, the chain of works 
consulted, and the time taken are indicated in brackets. The begin- 
ner 'should look up the reference book, and verify the results given 
under each reference problem, 

I Addresses of some prominent biochemists of India. 
(A professor. In person. Handbook of Indian universities, 1938, 

Year-book of the universities of the Empire, 1939. Official chemical 
appointm~rzts, 1937. 5 minutes.) 

2 The verses in Kumlarasc~rnbhnva describing the wedding of 
Parvathi, 

(An artist. In person. Verses 71-91 of Chapter 7. 15 minutes). 
3 Any material on the art of lettering. 
(A lady, In person. The article an Callrgruphy in the Ency c!clpae- 

dia B r i f a ~ ~ i c a ,  ed 14. Reference cat alugue of currers b literature, 
1938. Wade (Cd): Modern lettering from A-2, 1938. 15 
minutes). 

4 A description of the Ekadcasl' festival at Srirangm. 
(Journalist. In person. . . .The three books in the library on Hindu 

festivals out an loan. Hmcc Encyclopaedia of religion and 
ethics. Not of help. Imperial gazetteer of India. Monier 
Williams : Brahminism and Hinduism ; p 448-450. Not available 
in the library. Index to Tndian antiquary. v i p 322. 15 minutes). 

5 A picture of 'blunderbuss.' 
(A newspaper office. By phone. Encyclopaedia Briimnica. Funk 

and Wagnalls : New stmdard dicrio~ary. 5 minutes), 
6 The passage "Honour and shame from no cpndition rise'), etc. 
(An adult reader. In person. Bartlett's: Familiar quobabbuns; 

p 3 19. 5 minutes). 
7 A biographical account of Valmiki. 
(An adult reader. In person. Bharatiya rarifmb~ddhi. Dowsan : 

Clssiculdictiu~zary. InsufEcient. An article in Ausfosh Mukfier- 
jee silver jubilee voltrme, v 3, part I. No other biographical 
material. 30 minutes). 
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8 There was an advertisement in the Hindu of 23-1 1-39 calling 
for applications for the post of the secretary to t h e  Mayor of the 
Madras Corporation. Experience in parliamentary practice is 
one of the qualifications. Any good book on the subject. 
(An advocate. By phone. May's Parliamentary practice. Cam- 

pion's Procedure of the Nouse of Commons. Redlich's Procedure 
of the House of Cornmom. 5 minutes). 

9 Collection offreadies, engagement3 mdofherparpers of import- 
ance relasing to Briihh Mcrba6ar by W Logan, 1879. 

(A government department, By phone. Book not available. 
But the second edition of the same material formed part 3 of 
Logan : Malabar manual, 189 1. The 1879 edition was intended . 

for use in the district offices only. Very few copies printed, 
1.0 minutes). 

10 Raymond's book on taxation. 
(A government department. To be sent per bearer for reference 

and return. Not in the catalogue 6f the library. It turned 
out to be Green. (William fiymond): Theory and practice of 
modem faxation. I 5 minutes). 

11 Some material on the Cochin harbour. 
(A student. In person. Madras states and Mysore directory, 
1937, p 661-664. Maharaja's college magazine, Ernakulam, 
December 1936, p 1-16. Engineering v 145, p 69. 30 minutes.) 

12 Any reliable translation of the verse in Bhogavadgita in which 
Lord Krishna exhorts Arjtrna to fight. The matter is urgently 
required as an article on the war is to be released for publication. 

(A newspaper office. By phone. Dhan Gopal Mukerji: The song 
of God, chap 2, verses 2~3, p 13, 10 minutes). 

13 Does the Royal Society of Arts publish any report or perio- 
dical or any other publication and also the address of the Society. 

(A government department. By phone. Official ymr-book of the 
scientific and learned societies of Great Britain and Ireland, 
1938. 5 minutes). 

14 The subscription for Manchester guardian weekly, not the 
Commercial. 

(A college. By phone. Whl'taker's uimamc, 1.939. No. Writers 
crnd artists year-book, 1931 (only year available in library). 
No. Newspaper press directory, 193 1. 10 minutes). 

15 Any book contain'ig figures of literacy statistics for different 
countries of the world in a tabulated form- 
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(Organisers of an exhibition. By phone. Whifaker's a~mannc, 
1939. Under 'Illiteracy' in the index. Supplemented by Ency- 
clopaedia of social sciences under 'Literacy'. 10 minutes). 

16 The text of the Declaration of London. 
(A newspaper office. By phone. Ascertained by a series of ques- 

tions that this was the result of a naval- conference at London 
held about the year 1908 or 1909, Asked to ring up half an 
hour later for information. Ready reference books did not 
yield the information readily. Books containing documents 
in international law examined. Whittuck f E A): Internatiorral 
documents, 1909, p 254-274. 15, minutes). 

17 Any book giving sterling equivalents to Indian currency 
and vice versa, which may be useful as a ready reckoner. 

(A guvernmcnt department. By phone. Thacker's Indian exchange 
caieu!abor. 5 minutes). 

18 Any book by narneSeshadharma. 
(An aged reader. In person. Carnlugw of Sanskrit, Pali and 

Prnkrit books in the British Museum, 1876-92. 5 minutes). 
19 The addresses of some jouroals published in different coun- 

tries of the world, interested in the lives of saints and review books 
on them. 

(A journalist. By post. Who's who in c lccu~~i~m,  new &ought, 
psychism, and spiritualism, 1929. 10 minutes). 

20 Any material on "Constituent Assembly for India." 
(A politician. In person. No satisfactory material at the time. 

Bimal Ghose: Constilnaenr assembly contained in Current 
thought, v I,  n 4. 5 days). 

21 Information about Asvatthopanayanam. 
(A sanskrit pandit. In person. Juymiwakaka&wdrma. 30 minu- 

tes). 
22 How lung do dogs live? 
(A professor. In p e r m  After examining many books in zoology 

and veterinary science, information was found in Chambep's 
Encyclopaedia. 30 minutes), 

23 Any book giving the text or at least the substance of the 
Lytton Committee report. 

(A lady member of the legislature. In person. Ascertained that 
the report was on Munchuko affairs. Report not in library. 
Takuchi (3 : War and diplomacy in the Japanese Empire, 
p 393-398 containing summary. Supplemented by i n t m  t i o d  
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corrciliution, n 286, Jan 1933, p 58-87. 15 minute)- 
24 The addresses of the publishers and annual subscriptions 

of the fallowing (1) Science abstracts. Section A and B. (2) Chemical 
abstracts. 

(A college. By phone. The records of the Periodicals Section. 
5 minutes). 

25 Ogden's Alliterative poerry in middle English. 
(A professor. In person. Is it 0-g-d-e-n? Yes, Not found. 

Bibliographical. investigation led to Oakden (J P), 10 minutes). 
26 Any book or article on beggar problem relating to India in 

particular. 
(A local library. No book. Birendranath Ganguly : Street beggars 

of Calcutta : a study of the p ~ ~ b h  and its so!udion in the Indian 
journal of economics, v 8, 1927-28, p 373-386. 45 minutes). 

27 Four latest parts of Educatr'optcrl fiumul und reachers' world. 
(A government department. By messenger. Search revealed that 

J O K ~ ~  of education with which was incorporated School world 
was meant. 15 -minutes). 

28 The horoscope of Sri Rama. 
(A retired district judge. Tn person, Swamikannu Pillai's Indian 

ephem~ris, v 1, part T. Scbmskriiu bharati, v 6 .  15 minutes). 
29 Some statistics of  area under cultivation of tea and the 

quantity produced in India, preferably for each province. 
(A student of the diploma course in Geography. In person. 

Handbook of commerciuJ iaformarion for I~rdh, 1937. 5 minutes). 
30 P 140 of Phillips: Teaching of the Vedas gives a quotation 

from the Sacred poetry of early religions. Who is the author of that 
book? You don't seem to have'it here. 

(A research student. In person Reference cataIugm of current 
literature, 1940 backwards up to 1913, No use. Subject index 
of the London Library, 1904. 30 minutes). 

31.  I am told that the words "Zamori-in" and "Mappilla" are 
loan words from Persian or Arabic. The original .of Zamurin is 
Tmuri and of Mapilla is Moufla. I shall be much obliged if you 
will let me know . . .whether there are any words in those languages 
exactly corresponding to them or resembling them. . . . 

(A lecturer. By post. Yule's Hobson-Jobson. 10 minutes). 
32 Please send Doulasce's Eurymics. 
(A mofussil member. By post. Bibliographical invgstigation 

revealed that Dalcroze: Eurhythmics must be the one in view. 
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Reference catalogue of K e n  f literawe. 1 93 8. I 5 minutes). 
33 A portrait of Sir Michael O'Dwyer in any book. 
(Several newspaper oEces on the same day. By phone. Tirnes 

hisiory uf the war, v 15, p 133. Indian review, 1915, p 488.. 
Douie (0 : Punjab, North- west Fronfier Province d Kaskmir, 
p 199. One hour). 

34 Reserve for me Hamilton's Psychic research, to enable me 
to come and take it this evening. 

(A member of the library. By phone. Not in the catalogue. 
Reported not avaitilable. But the member said he had seen it 
here. Hence asked to ring up haw-an-hour later to enable 
investigation. Hamlin Garland : Forty years of psychic rese~rch 
happened t'o be the book in view. 20 minutes). 

35 Any material throwing light on the problem of the '<man 
in the iron mask", 

(A member of the judiciary. In person. A busy hour in the 
Library. Information sent next day by post as desired by him. 
Brewer : Dictiorza~y of phrase and fable, ' (under 'Mask'). 10 
minutes). 

36 A translatiorl of the baying: "Nihil sub sole novi." 
(A teacher. By phone. Jones: Dielionmy of foreign pkrasa 

and cfnssical qe~otafiom. 10 minutes). 
37 The statistics of average life of man in different countries 

of the world,. 
(An officer. In person. Whitaker's a~manae, 1939, (under "Long- 

evity"). Statistical year-book of the League of Nations, 1937-38, 
(under "Expectation of life"). 10 minutes). 

38 The poem " A l l a ~  ~7arers". 
(A professor. In person. Ascertained that i t  was a ballad and 

the author was not known. Child ( F J): English and Scotfish 
popiar bullads, v 4, p 184. 10 minutes). 

39 An English translation of Rarnanuja's Ved~rta sangraka. 
(An M :A .student. In ,person. No separate book in library. 

Translation of the WUI-k in Bruhmnvadin, v 1 and 2. Located 
with the help of A slrpplemezrary catalogue of Sanskrit, Pa& 
and Prakrit books in. the Libr~ry of the British Musearm, 1 892- 
1906. 1Q minutes). 

40 An archaeological map of India. 
(An archaeological chemist. In person. Imperial gazetteer of 

India, v 26; atlas, plate 26, 10 minutes). 
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41 An up-to-date map of land and air routes. 
(A student. In person. Rado (A): ArIm of to-day and tomorrow, 

1938. Other atlases out of date. 10 minutes). 
42 A book on Pakistan. 
(A student. In person. Was told that it can be read only in. 

newspapers and pericdicals of the months as the probiem 
was quite new. 1 minute). 

43 Abigportraitofthemonasteryat St. Edmlxndsbury. 
(A teacher. In person. Dugdale's Muzns$icun Anglicanum, v 3, 

p 98. 15 minates). 
44 The address of the publisher and price of Bhakfirasayacr. 
{A member. By phone. Catalogue of b o d s  rekting to Sanskrit 

stc, of Motilaf Banalsi Dass. 15 minutes). 
45 English scient%lc name of the herb called "Merungal" ia 

Malabar. 
(A Malabar gentleman. In person. Nadkarni (K M): Indian 

materia medics. 5 minutes). 
-46 A brief account of the origin and history of the Maternity 
Hosgitd at Emore. 
(An advocate. In person. Imperial gazetteer of India, v 16, 
p 346-347. 5 minutes). 

47 Tnformatlon sra Birknes theory. 
(A student of geography. In person. Not found anywhere. 

Elicited by a series of questions that he is associated with 
'Cyclones' md that his theory is otherwise called Polar Front 
theory. Encyclopaedia Britannica under &fefeor~!~gy leading 
to many articles in the Quarterly journal of the Royal Meteo- 
rological Society, 1923 onwards. Birknes was found to be 
really Bjerknes. 1 5 minute). 

48 Description of Jog Falls. 
(A tourist. In person. Bo~~lbay guzette~r, v 15, part 2, p 284-288. 

Mysore gazetdser; v 5. p 1325-1332. 10 minutes). 
49 Is Sankara a cryptu-Buddhist? 
(A philosophy stusSent. In person. Student also. participated 

in the search. A series of articles by G V Budhekar entitled 
"Is the Admifa of Sankara Buddhhm in disguise? in the 
Quarterly fourp~al of the Mythic Society, v 24, 1833-1934. One 
hour). 

50 Full name of the ptxiodical, referred to as Jbr. posen. 
Iandw. Berufsgenoss. 



(A research student. In person; World list of scie~fific periodicals, 
1930- 1933. 5 -  minutes). : 

51 Consumption uf.sugar in India per capita. 
(A doctor, 'By phone. Gandhi (M P): Imfiarr sngar indwtry, 

. I 1939. 10 minutes). ! 

52 A comparison of the - administration of the British empire 
with that of Roman empire. . . 

(A student. In person. Allison (W H) etc. : ,Guide to historical 
: fiteratare.. Led to. (I) Cromer (E B): Ancient and modern 
imperialism; (2) Lucas (C P): Greater Rome andgreater Britain; 
and (3 )  Bryce (J) : Ancient Romdn empirlwid Brkish - ewpiie in 
India contained in his Studies in history m.2 jwr'sprtidencs. 

. , 

I5 minutes). 
5 3 Ancient Hindu system. of medical jurisprudence. 
(A lawyer. In person. Kautilya Arrhsrsmdra, Section on Asmrita- 

pariksha. . -30 minutes). . I 

54 LocationoftheoriginalpassageinDisraeli'sworksinsupport 
afthe following statement of Dr Besant said to have been maie in 
1908: "Benjamin Disraeli, Lord Beaconsfield, whd b e m e  pre- 
mier of Great Britain, was a man Eastern in heart thuugh he domi- 

' nated a typical Western nation, a man revelling ih the splendour 
of an Eastern imagination and. with his-mind ever- steeped in the 
poetry and the glamorrr of the East. When he won for the British 
,monarch,. in the teeth of British prejudice and democratic feeling, 
the splendid title of Emperox of India, he argued for- the adding 
of the Imperial to the Royal Crown, and he said that in the changes 
among nations Asia again might have her turn in Empire and that it 
might be that the centre. af the Empire might shift from the unruly 
West to the loyal East, when the Monarch of the. .Empire might be 
enthroned in the great continent of Itrdiainstead of the little Island 

9 7  of northern seas. . . . 
(An adult enquirer. By letter. Works of DisraeB. Biographies of 

Disracli. Clarke (El: Benjamin DisrcseZi: the romarrce of a 
great career, 1804-1881, p 236. DisraeEi: Tamred, 1847. "Let 
the Queen of the English. . . .transfer the seat of her empire 
from London to Delhi. . .. ."- 1 day). 



108 FACTS TO PIND 

The beginner should locate the infomation sought in the fo lb~ ing  
questions expeditiously and give exact reference to the source- 
call number, heading, title, page, and extent of information. Lt 
is also desirable to indicate in detail the entire route followed, 
the difficulties, disappointments, and helps met with. . . 

1 Who are the awarding authorities for the Nobel Prize in Physics 
and Chemistry? 

2 What are the terms of the Tata Scholarship? , . 

3 On what day of the week was the Madras University opened? 
4 What are the hill stdons' in India which are resorted to in 

summer and furnish.information about each? 
5 ~ h e 6  was the Parnban Bridge opened? 
6 Who got the Nobel Prize for Medicine in 19087 
7 - What is the total number of divorces and annulment's of 

marriages in England and Wales for the  years 1924-19291 . 

8 What are the Imperial Wireless stations in Tn&? 
9 What 5 s  the date of foundation of. the National Research 

Council of Japan? 
10 Who pubiishe~ the Journal of philosophical studies? what 

is the subscription? . 

f 1 what' are the terms of the endowment for the GiEo'ord Lee  
tureship? Can you produce the text of the will of GiEord relating 
to this endowment? 

12 Why is Madras called Chennapattanam? 
13 Who were the Jagad-Gurus of the Sringeri Muth in the 15th 

century? How long did each occupy the Pifham? 
14 What are the symbols used in proof correction? 
I5 Who is Walter Geriach? What are his works? 
16 What is the subscription of the HorololgicaE journal? Who 

publishes it? What is its period? 
17 "If the nose of Cleopatra bad been shorter the whole face 

of the earth would have been changed," Who is the author of this 
saying? Where does it o a r ?  

18 How many salutes are the following entitled to : 



(1) Maharaja of Alwar, 
(2) Nizam of Hyderabad, 
(3) ~ a h a r  aja of Bhavanagar , 
(4) Maharaja of Travancore, 
(5 )  Thakore Saheb of hjkot. 
19 Furnish the description af the Academic Robes in the 

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge? 
20 Who is Fo-Hi or Fu-bee? Where can a short note a b u t  him 

be had? 
21 When did M C T Muthia Chettiar die? 
22 What are the works of Gamaliel Bradford? 
23 What are the seven famous wonders of the World? 
24 Who is "A E"? 
25 Who is the ruler of Bangmapallel 
26 What is the period of Isvar Chandra Vidyasagar? Furnish 

a short amount of his career in English? 
27 Where does the story uf King Nah omr? 
28 What is the stoly connected with Muharram festival? 
29 Furnish a short biographical note on Sir T Muttusamy Aiyar. 
30 What is the address of Emile Borel, the French mathe= 

matician? 
31 What are the works of David Grayson? 
32 When was Flora Annie Sted the Anglo-Indian novelist born? 
33 Where can we get an abst~act of Sir Isaac Newton's paper on 

the "New theory of light and coburs"? 
34 Name some important statues in the City of Madras? 
35 What is the date of deathof L T  Hobhouse? 
36 What are Sadras and Covelong noted for? Where are they 

situated? 
37 What is Bara Wafat? 
38 Why are the printed records of Parliamentaiy debates 

known as the "Hansard"? 
39 What is Technocracy? 
40 Where can be had a genealogical table of the kings of the 

Lunar Race in India? 
41 Who are the diplomatic representatives of Persia in Great 

Britain and of Great Britain in Persia? 
42 Select 5 or 6 dealers in perfumes in the City of Madras 

with their addresses? 
43 In what part of Mahabarata does the Bhagavad-Gita occur? 
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44 Why is 'Al' synonymous with first rate? 
45 Who are the present cabinet members in England? 
46 What are serpentine verses? Give a line or two for illustra- 

tion. 
47 Furnish the address of any four Chinese Associations in 

d 

London. 
48 Furnish a plan d the City of Madras for the use of a foreigner 

who calls at the library. 
49 Who uses the pseudonym "Alpha of the plough"? 
50 Furnish a short biographical note on John Bruce Norton. 
51 HOW many died of street accidents in London in the years 

1928 to 19321 
52 Where can you have a short account of the Hindu ritual of 

Horse Sacrifice? 
53 What is the address of George Bernard Shaw? 
54 When were the following Royal Commissions instituted 

and what was the personnel? 
(1) Royal Commission on Agriculture in India, 
(2) Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monu- 

ments in England, 
(3) Royal Commission on Labour in India, 
(4) Hillton. Young Comissiun. 
55 Where can be found a picture of (1) Srinivasa Ramanujan? 

(2) Andrew Carnegie? 
56 What are the Indian Universities, which codex LT or Bq 

Degree on submitting theses? 
57 Who administers the Aden Government? 
58 What is the address of the National Union of Teachers? 
59 Give a list d a dozen biographies published in the year 1932. 
60 Who were the Indian States' Reptesentatives in t h e  Second 

session of the Indian Round Table Conference? 
61 Furnish a short account of the Academia Sinica. 
62 Why is Sunday observed as a holiday? 
63 Where was the 44th session of the Indian National Congress 

held? Who was the Chairman of the Reception Committee? Who 
was the President? 
64 What is the Indian population in Egypt? 
65 Furnish a short account of Tuskegee Institute. 
66 Name some important official publications or some authori- 

tative non official publications about the Argentine Republic. 
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67 What is the address of Wilep & Sons (booksellers) America? 
68 Where can be had a short account of the Buckingham Canal? 
69 What is the Tamil equivalent of Gendrussa Vulgaris? 
70 When was Sir Thomas Munro Governor of Madras? 
71 What is the address of the P E N Club with which Gals- 

worthy is associated? 
72 Furnish a short a8count of the King Institute, Guindy- 
73 Where can you have a portrait of the Nizam of Hyderabad? 
74 How many committed and how many attempted suicide in 

Great Britain in 1930? 
75 Give the meanings of Abkari, Tahsil, Chaprasi, Pardanashin, 

Sangathan? 
76 What Is the date of foundation of the Geneva Institute of 

International Relations? 
77 Give a brief account of the views of various nations about 

eclipses. 
78 Wbat is the value of the Hyderabad Rupee in terms of the 

British India Rupee? 
79 Where can be had a map of India showing the ~rhcipal 

economic minerals available therein? 
80 What are the daily newspapers published in Delhi? 
81 In the Japan year book 1934, it is stated on page 454, that 

the area cultivated with industrial crops in 1932 amounted to 
232,513.19 ha. and the production was valued at $74,105,277. What 
js ha.? and what is $1 What is the Indian value of each of these 
units? 

82 What are the places in India whwe you have lighthouses? 
83 What are the places drP the Madras Presidency where gxapbite 

occurs? Name some publications which give m account of 
them. 

84 What are the rules governing the exercise of casting votes 
by chairman? 

85 Who is Steinach? When and where was he born? 
86 Where can be had a list of articles contributed to foreign 

journals by Sir C V Raman? 
87 What is the subject covered by the Nobd address of Max 

von Lane delivered in. 1920? Has it been published? If so, when 
and by whom? 

88 What books contain a picture or photograph of the Muttra 
Lion? 



FACTS TO FIND G3 

89 "When faith is lost, when honour dies, the man is dead ! " 
Who said this and when? 

90 What is the altitude of Kinchinjunga? 
91 Furnish a map showing the possessions of the East ~ n d a  

Company in India in the year 1792. 
92 What are the conditions of registration and membership 

of the Royal Society of Teachers? 
93 Furnish a map to illustrate the world distribution of water- 

power. 
94 Name one or two persons who broke the record in the strato- 

sphere flight in the year 1935. What was the height reached? 
95 Who presided over the annual meeting of the British Associa- 

tion for the Advancement of Science in 19321 what was the subject 
of  the address? 

96 Who is Lady Murasaki? What is she. noted for? 
97 What is the English equivalent of the following coins? 
(1) Talawi, (2) Drachma, (3 )  Dollar (St. Settlements), (4) Dollar. 
(USA), (5) Schilling. 
98 Where can you find a portrait of Jeremy Bentham? 
99 Furnish a picture of the National Flag of Poland. 
100 Who is the author of the drama Posrusrers of IspaAm? 
101 When and by whom was macadamising invented? 
102 Can you furnish reference to Tulabhnra (the ceremonial of 

weighing oneself against gold and giving it away as presents) as 
observed in 'India and elsewhere? 

103 What is the significance of the Sikhs wearing the Kirpalt 
(dagger)? 

104 Who is the author of Existential Philosophy? Where can 
we get a short account of its principles? 

105 What is "We Psychology"? Where is it expounded? 
106 Where can the text of the address of Lord Linlithgow to the 

Central Advisory Board of Public Health be found? 
107 Where can we find a biography of John Woolman? 
108 What is the significance and the area of ,prevalence of the 

symbol of a coiled serpent? 
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